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RE-ISSUE OF THE BOOK THAT INSPIRED THE FOUNDING OF THE
SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY
It is no exaggeration to say that The Victorian Amateur Astronomer, by SHA President, Allan Chapman,
inspired the founding of the Society for the History of
Astronomy.
The book, subtitled Independent Astronomical Research in Britain, 1820-1920, was first published in
November 1998. According to the review in Annals of
Science (v.57), it was “the first study in depth of amateur astronomy, presenting much new material. It is no
dry sociological or economic history of science, but
about real people and their foibles, and the author,
drawing on an immense range of sources, brings them
to life ...”

price tags anywhere between £130 and £260 – way
beyond the average pocket.
There is good news, however. The publisher Gracewing Ltd is to bring out a new revised edition and it
will be available imminently (5 Dec) at the more affordable prices of £25 (paperback) and £40 (hardback).

Countless local astronomical societies and individual
amateur astronomers had provided access to their archives in order to make the book possible.
Nevertheless, “while The Victorian Amateur Astronomer brought to light a vast amount of information
previously largely ignored by historians”, said Stuart
Williams, one of the SHA co-founders, “it also revealed the fact that there were enormous gaps in the
data and research in this area of the history of astronomy.” This realisation led to the idea of establishing a
survey to track down forgotten astronomers of the past
and ultimately led to the founding of the SHA in 2001
at Wadham College, Oxford. The constitution of the
organisation declares that one of its aims shall be to
“encourage new research into the history of astronomy,
especially amateur research at the local level, and to
facilitate its collation, preservation, publication and
dissemination”
The Society is now thriving. This year has seen a record influx of new members. Unfortunately, many will
not have had chance to read Allan’s landmark book.
The original version (hardback) was priced at £40. It is
now exceedingly hard to obtain: Used copies can have

The Victorian Amateur Astronomer, by
Allan Chapman, published by Gracewing,
456pp, ISBN 9780852445440, £25 (pbk)
and ISBN 9781781820100, £40 (hdbk)

SHA website: http://www.shastro.org.uk/
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FUTURE SHA MEETINGS
2018 SPRING CONFERENCE
The SHA Spring Conference for 2018 will be held at
the Institute of Astronomy, Madingley Road, Cambridge, CB3 0HA, on Sat 21 April 2018, 9.30 - 17.00.
The speakers and their subjects will be:
Kevin Kilburn on Forgotten Star Atlas;
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2019 SUMMER ANGLO-FRENCH EVENT
The SHA is actively working to schedule a reciprocal joint meeting with the SAF and the Paris Observatory, possibly in Oxford, in the Summer of 2019.

PRESENTATIONS & POSTERS?
If you would like to give a short presentation, or exhibit posters relating to your research, at future SHA
events please contact the General Secretary.

Carolyn Kennett & Brian Sheen on Ancient Skies
and the Megaliths of Cornwall;
Nik Szymanek on The Road to Modern Astrophotography;
Kenelm England on Berkshire Astronomers: 5000
BC to AD 2018;
Jonathon Maxwell on Some lesser known aspects
regarding the evolution of refracting telescopes:
from Lippershey's spectacle lens to the Apochromats.
Fee: £10 members, £15 non-members. Buffet lunch at
£5 per person. For more details and pre-registration,
please contact Dennis Osborne at meetings@shastro.org.uk

SHA COUNCIL
The current SHA Officers & Council are:

Honorary Council Members
Hon President Dr Allan Chapman
Hon Vice-Pres. Dr Michael Hoskin
Hon Vice-Pres. Prof. Sir Arnold Wolfendale, FRS

Council Members
Chairman Bob Bower
Vice-Chairman (& e-News Editor) David Sellers
General Secretary Laura Carroll
Treasurer Geoff King
Membership Secretary Gerard Gilligan
Editors, SHA Bulletin Carolyn Kennett/ Len Adam
Publicity Officer Mike Leggett
Survey Coordinator Kevin Johnson
Online Editor John Chuter
Librarian James Dawson
Meetings Organiser Dennis Osborne

Co-opted Officers (non-Council)

Birmingham & Midland Institute

2018 SUMMER PICNIC
The 2018 Summer Picnic will be on Sat 30 June
2018 at Norwich AS’s Seething Observatory. Details
will be given in the next SHA e-News.

2018 AUTUMN CONFERENCE / AGM
The Autumn 2018 Conference and AGM will be on
Sat 27 Oct. 2018 at the Birmingham & Midland Institute.

Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer Ian Ridpath
Archivist Mark Hurn
Assistant Librarian Carolyn Bedwell
Historical Records Officer Anthony Kinder

SHA COUNCIL MEETINGS
The following SHA Council meetings are scheduled
for 2018:
Sat 10 Feb 2018, 10.30 am, Birmingham (BMI)
SHA members are very welcome to attend Council
meetings as observers. Please let the General Secretary know in advance, if you wish to do so.
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SHA PUBLICATIONS
SHA e-News
The next issue of the e-News is due in early February
2018. If you know of any meetings, publications, exhibitions or events pertaining to the history of astronomy
that might interest other members, please email brief
details to the Editor.
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Back issues (except for the last 2 years) and guidelines for contributions are available from the Bulletin
web page.
It is usually prudent to check with the Editors before
preparing items where duplication is a possibility (e.g.
book reviews). Back issues of the Bulletin (and its
predecessor: SHA Newsletter) are now indexed on the
Abstract service of SAO/ NASA. Enter “SHAN” as the
‘Journal Code’ at
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html
It is hoped that in the near future, scanned copies of
the original articles will be accessible in the same way.

THE ANTIQUARIAN ASTRONOMER
The Antiquarian Astronomer issue 11 was posted to
members in June 2017. The next issue is due in the
Summer of 2018.

Back issues and guidelines for contributions are
available from the e-News web page.

SHA BULLETIN
All members should have received issue 28 of the
Bulletin in early October 2017.

Issue 11 contains the following papers:
Williamina Fleming and the Harvard College Observatory (Paul A. Haley);
The Great Observatory at Downside 1859-67
(Stephen P. Holmes and Charles Fitzgerald-Lombard);
An 18th-century astronomical hub in west Cornwall
(Carolyn Kennett); and,
William Ross and a misguided means of finding
longitude (David J. Bryden).
Members with email addresses should also have received a digital version.
Contributions to the Bulletin are most welcome, including letters which can be on any aspect of the Society or the history of astronomy. The next issue is due
in April 2018. The deadline for copy is 1 Feb 2018.

Note: the first six issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer have been online at NASA’s ADS service
since the start of 2015. Type “antas” into the box at the
top marked Journal Name/Code on this page
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html
Members and others wishing to submit material for
future issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer should
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contact Ian Ridpath (Editor) at ian@ianridpath.com.
Guidance for authors and some back issues can be
found on The Antiquarian Astronomer web page.
In future, as a result of a Council decision on 13 Sep
2014, any member having a paper published in The
Antiquarian Astronomer will receive free membership of the SHA for one year. Non-members having a
paper published will be offered a year’s complimentary membership of the SHA.

SHA LIBRARY NEWS
The SHA library now has over 2500 books dedicated
to the history of astronomy and related subjects, numerous journals, as well as miscellaneous items including letters, meeting programmes, conference proceedings and the like.
Outside the legal deposit libraries, the SHA Library
has one of the most extensive history of astronomy
collections in any library in the British Isles. It is
unique in having a collecting policy, totally focussed
on history of astronomy, that includes not only the latest popular and scholarly works, but also the active
acquisition of second-hand books, astronomical
ephemera, and the preservation of the works of lesser
known British astronomers and authors.
Some of the library’s new additions:
 Bonnet, Roger M. International Cooperation in
Space (1994)
 Brodrick, J. Galileo. The Man, his Work, his Misfortunes (1964)
 Burl, Aubrey. Prehistoric Astronomy and Ritual
(1983)
 Capp, Bernard. Astrology and the popular press :
English Almanacs 1500-1800 (1979)
 Dickson, FP. The Bowl of Night; The Physical Universe and Scientific Thought (1969)
 Drake, Stillman. The Unsung Journalist and The
Origin of the Telescope (1976)
 Feingold, Mordechai. The Mathematician's Apprenticeship: Science, Universities and Society in England 1560-1640 (1984)
 Giberne, Agnes. This Wonderful Universe (1897)
 Hall, Marie Boas. All Scientists Now: The Royal
Society in the Nineteenth [19th] Century (1984)
 Hoskin, Michael. William Herschel: pioneer of sidereal astronomy (1959)
 Jaki, Stanley L. Planets and planetarians : a history
of theories of the origin of planetary systems (1977)
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 Kent, Paul and Chapman, Allan. Robert Hooke and
the English Renaissance (2005)
 Leverington, David. Babylon to Voyager and Beyond : A History of Planetary Astronomy (2003)
 Luther, Paul. Bibliography of Astronomers:
Books and Pamphlets in
English by and About Astronomers : The Spirit of
the Nineteenth Century
(1989)
 Luther, Paul. The Printed
Catalogues of the Library
of the Royal Astronomical Society: Books, Pamphlets, Journals & Manuscripts from 1450 to 1940 (2006)
 Maunder, E Walter. Astronomy without a telescope
(1902)
 Neugebauer, Otto. Astronomy and History Selected
Essays (1983)
 Newton, Robert P. Ancient Planetary Observations
and the validity of ephemeris time (1976)
 Ogilvie, Marilyn. The Biographical Dictionary of
Women in Science : pioneering lives from ancient
times to the mid-20th century (2000)
 Orr, MA. Dante and the Early Astronomers (1913)
 Prentice, JPM. Occasional notes for my friends and
other papers (1980)
 Shapley, Harlow. Beyond the observatory (1967)
 Sime, James. William Herschel and his work (1900)
 Stuart, Colin. 13 journeys through space and time :
Christmas lectures from the Royal Institution (1967)
 Young, Hugo. Journey to Tranquillity, the history of
man's assault on the moon (1969)
Some recent donations [donor in square brackets]:
 Lovell, Bernard. Exploring the Universe - Jodrell
Bank Cheshire (1964) [James Dawson]
 Lound, Andrew. Lunatick Astronomy : the astronomical activities of the Lunar Society (2015) [Andrew Lound]
 Nelson, Albert. There is life on Mars (1955) [Clive
Davenhall]
Library opening schedule:
Monday 13th November
Saturday 25th November

Thursday 18th January
Friday 16th February
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Monday 19th March
Thursday 12th April

If there is a specific date you would like to use the
library let us know and we will try to accommodate
this. On library open days the door will be open between 10am and 3pm, but invariably it is open between 9am and 6pm but please do contact the library
in advance of a visit.
The revised catalogue of books in the library is
available and a link to this can be found on the library
page of the SHA's website.
If you want to know more about the library or its
stock, or if you'd like help with your research or finding a book or article, or other library-related matter,
please do contact James and Carolyn who would love
to hear from you.
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SHA BADGES – NEW REMINDER
Please make sure that you collect your SHA bronze
lapel badge. This is 2.4 cm in diameter and is available
to all members free of charge. Most members, will
have received one, but some are still awaiting
collection. Collect your free badge at the next SHA
event that you attend, or send a stamped addressed
jiffy-style bag to, Gerard Gilligan

SHA RESEARCH GRANTS
SHA Small Research Grants are available for the period 1 November 2017 to 31 October 2018 and applications are solicited. The total amount allocated by the
Council for this round is £1500. These grants are made
available to provide limited financial support for
members’ research.
Links to the application form and regulations for applicants are available on the Society’s Web site. Applications must be made using the application form. Appended to the regulations are some guidelines for
completing the case for support that forms part of
every application.

SHA RESEARCH WORKSHOP
17 FEB 2018
Following the great success of the 2016 workshop, the SHA intends to run another one-day
workshop on ‘Researching the History of Astronomy’. This will be held on Sat 17 Feb 2018 (10.30
a.m. to 5.00 p.m.) at the Birmingham & Midland
Institute. This will be directed at SHA members
who are doing their own research, but are less confident about writing up, and also at those who have
an astronomical history interest that they would
like to research, but are not sure how to start.
Places will be limited, so members who are interested are invited to let the General Secretary,
Laura Carroll or the editor of e-News
(enews@shastro.org.uk) know as soon as possible.
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SUCCESS OF AUTUMN CONFERENCE AND AGM

Some of the participants in the SHA Autumn Conference
Almost 70 people attended this year’s Autumn Conference and Annual General Meeting of the SHA. It
was held in the John Lee Theatre of the Birmingham &
Midland Institute, where the audience was treated to
excellent presentations by: Roger Salt on The Antikythera Mechanism; Dr Lee Macdonald on From
Cracked Mirror to Nobel Prize: Fifty Years of the
Isaac Newton Telescope; Prof Don Kurtz on It’s About
Time; and Dr Allan Chapman on The Civil Servant and
the Sunbeam: Sir Joseph Norman Lockyer, pioneer of
solar physics. During the lunch break Eddie Carpenter
gave An Astronomical Slide Show: A presentation of
the heavens from a bygone age.
During the conference the increasing impressive
SHA Library was open to delegates and some members took the opportunity to borrow books. A secondhand book sale turned out to be a great attraction and
the SHA mugs that were also on offer sold out.
At the brief AGM, which preceded the Conference,
the existing officers were re-elected and a modest increase in subscriptions was agreed. From 2018, the
annual subscription rates (all categories) will rise by
£1. It was also agreed, in view of spiralling postage
costs, that the additional charge for postage of publications abroad would go from £5 to £10 p.a. (EU), and
from £10 to £15 (rest of the world).
Several visitors to the conference joined the SHA before leaving, bringing the total number of new members since the last AGM to 50 !
SHA AWARDS
During the course of the AGM various annual
awards were made:

The Peter Hingley
Award, is given (by decision of the Council) for
the best overall contribution to the SHA. This
was presented to Gerard
Gilligan in recognition
of his great contribution
to the increase in membership.
The Roger Jones
Award is given for the
best overall contribution
to the SHA Survey (by
decision of the Survey
Coordinator). This was
presented to Bill Barton.

The new Madeline Cox
Award is given for the
best contribution to the
SHA Bulletin (by decision
of the joint Editors). This
was presented to Paul Haley, who was not able to
attend the meeting. It was
posted to him in advance.
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FORTHCOMING BOOKS
NOTICED
The Pursuit of Harmony: Kepler on Cosmos, Confession, and Community By Aviva Rothman
(University of Chicago Press), Dec 2017, pp.336
(hardback, £41.50), ISBN 9780226496979
A committed Lutheran
excommunicated from his
own church, a friend to
Catholics and Calvinists
alike, a layman who called
himself a “priest of God”,
a Copernican in a world
where Ptolemy still
reigned, a man who argued
at the same time for the
superiority of one truth
and the need for many
truths to coexist, German
astronomer Johannes Kepler was, to say the least, a
complicated figure. Aviva Rothman offers a new view
of him and his achievements, one that presents them as
a story of Kepler’s attempts to bring different, even
opposing ideas and circumstances into harmony.
Harmony, Rothman shows, was both the intellectual
bedrock for and the primary goal of Kepler’s disparate
endeavours. But it was also an elusive goal amid the
deteriorating conditions of his world, as the political
order crumbled and religious war raged. In the face of
that devastation, Kepler’s hopes for his theories
changed: whereas he had originally looked for a
unifying approach to truth, he began instead to
emphasize harmony as the peaceful coexistence of
different views, one that could be fueled by the
fundamentally nonpartisan discipline of mathematics.
Four Pillars of Radio Astronomy: Mills,
Christiansen, Wild, Bracewell, by R.H.Frater, W.M.
Goss, H. Wendt (Springer), Nov 2017, pp.199 (paperback, £16.50), ISBN 9783319655987
This is the story of Bernie Mills, Chris Christiansen,
Paul Wild and Ron Bracewell, members of a team of
radio astronomers that would lead Australia, and the
world, into this new field of research. Each of the four
is remembered for his remarkable work: Mills for the
development the cross type instrument that now bears
his name; Christiansen for the application of rotational
synthesis techniques; Wild for the masterful joining of
observations and theory to elicit the nature of the solar
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atmosphere; Bracewell
for his contribution to
imaging theory. As well,
these ‘Four Pillars’ are
remembered for creating
a remarkable environment for scientific discovery and for influencing the careers of future
generations. Their pursuit of basic science
helped pave the way for
technological developments in areas ranging
from Wi-Fi to sonar to
medical imaging to air navigation, and for underpinning the foundations of modern cosmology and astrophysics.
Giovanni Domenico Cassini: A Modern Astronomer in the 17th Century, by G. Bernardi (Springer),
Nov 2017, pp.197 (hardback, £22.99), ISBN
9783319634678
An account of the life and scientific achievements of
Giovanni Domenico Cassini, or Cassini I, the most
famous astronomer of his time, who is remembered
today especially for his observations of the rings and
satellites of Saturn and
his earlier construction of
the great meridian line in
the Basilica of San
Petronio in Bologna. The
various stages of his life
are recounted, from his
early childhood in
Perinaldo and his time at
the famous Jesuit College
in Genoa, to his later
experiences in Bologna
and Paris. The emphasis,
however, is on the
scientific side of his life.
The book explores his impressive body of work in
diverse fields while also drawing attention to the
international character of his endeavours, the rigour of
his research, and his outstanding management skills,
which combined to make him an early embodiment of
the European scientist. It was also these abilities that
gained him the attention of the most powerful king in
Europe, Louis XIV of France (the ‘Sun King’), under
the auspices of whom he set up the Paris Observatory
in 1671. He would go on to serve as Director of the
Observatory, where he would make the majority of his
scientific discoveries, for the rest of his life.
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The Lighthouse and the Observatory, by D.A. Stolz
(Cambridge University Press), Jan 2018, pp.350 (hardback, £34.99), ISBN 9781107196339
Previously published
by Princeton UP. An
observatory and a
lighthouse form the nexus
of this major new
investigation of science,
religion, and the state in
late Ottoman Egypt.
Astronomy, imperial
bureaucrats, traditionally
educated Muslim
scholars, and reformist
Islamic publications, such
as The Lighthouse, are
linked to examine the making of knowledge, the
performance of piety, and the operation of political
power through scientific practice. Contrary to ideas of
Islamic scientific decline, Muslim scholars in the
nineteenth century used a dynamic tradition of
knowledge to measure time, compute calendars, and
predict planetary positions. The rise of a 'new
astronomy' is revealed to owe much to projects of
political and religious reform: from the strengthening
of the multiple empires that exercised power over the
Nile Valley; to the 'modernization' of Islamic centers
of learning; to the dream of a global Islamic
community that would rely on scientific institutions to
coordinate the timing of major religious duties.
Scandalous Error: Calendar Reform and
Calendrical Astronomy in Medieval Europe, by.
CPE Nothaft (Oxford University Press), Feb 2018,
pp.384 (hardback, £75.00), ISBN 9780198799559
The Gregorian calendar reform of 1582, which
provided the basis for the civil and Western
ecclesiastical calendars still in use today, has often
been seen as a triumph of early modern scientific
culture or an expression of papal ambition in the wake
of the Counter-Reformation. Much less attention has
been paid to reform's intellectual roots in the European
Middle Ages, when the reckoning of time by means of
calendrical cycles was a topic of central importance to
learned culture, as impressively documented by the
survival of relevant texts and tables in thousands of
manuscripts copied before 1500. For centuries prior to
the Gregorian reform, astronomers, mathematicians,
theologians, and even Church councils had been
debating the necessity of improving or emending the
existing ecclesiastical calendar, which throughout the
Middle Ages kept losing touch with the astronomical
phenomena at an alarming pace. Scandalous Error
aims to be the first comprehensive study of the
medieval literature devoted to the calendar problem
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and its cultural and scientific contexts. It examines
how the importance of ordering liturgical time by
means of a calendar that comprised both solar and
lunar components posed a technical-astronomical
problem to medieval society and details the often
sophisticated ways in which computists and
churchmen reacted to this challenge. By drawing
attention to the numerous connecting paths that existed
between calendars and mathematical astronomy
between the Fall of Rome and the end of the fifteenth
century, the volume offers substantial new insights on
the place of exact science in medieval culture.

RECENT BOOKS MISSED
Astronomical Knowledge Transmission Through
Illustrated Aratea Manuscripts, by M Dolan
(Springer), Aug 2017, pp.464 (hardback, £141.50),
ISBN 9783319567839
This monograph is a
historical investigation of
the illustrated Aratea astronomical manuscript and
its many interpretations
over the centuries. Aratus'
270 B.C.E. Greek poem
describing the constellations and astrological phenomena was translated and
copied over 800 years into
illuminated manuscripts
that preserved and illustrated these ancient stories
about the constellations.
The Aratea survives in its entirety due to multiple
translations from Greek to Latin and even to Arabic,
with many illuminated versions being commissioned
over the ages. The survey encompasses four interrelated disciplines: history of literature, history of myth,
history of science, and history of art. Aratea manuscripts by their nature are a meeting place of these distinct branches, and the culling of information from historical literature and from the manuscripts themselves
focuses on a wider, holistic view; a narrow approach
could not provide a proper prospective.
The book looks at the transmission of the original astronomical Phaenomena poem. It is a credit to the poetry of Aratus and the later interpreters of the text that
its pagan aspects were not edited nor removed, but respected and maintained in the exact same form despite
the fact that all sixty Aratea manuscripts mentioned in
this study were produced under the rule of Christianity.
Note: The descriptions of the books above are largely
taken from the publishers. They are not reviews and do
not imply endorsement by the SHA.
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SHA ON THE ROAD
Since the last issue of e-News, the SHA has had publicity stalls at the following events:
- BAA Chester meeting (9 Sep 2017, Vanbrugh
Theatre, Chester)
- BMI Heritage Open Day
Birmingham)

(9 Sep 2017, BMI,

- International Astronomy Show (13-14 Oct 2017,
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire)
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BMI HERITAGE DAY
9 SEP 2017
Every September over 5,000 events in England are
put on to support Heritage Open Days, an opportunity
to celebrate history and culture. The Birmingham and
Midland Institute (BMI) has taken part in this for the
last few years, opening its doors to the public. In support of this the SHA opens the library to the public and
this year we had three volunteers on hand to talk to the
public about the Society and about the history of astronomy in general. Andrew Lound, a theatrical historian was also present during the event and kindly donated a copy of his book Lunatick Astronomy, the
astronomical activities of the Lunar Society. Andrew
is pictured here with the book in the SHA Library.
Thanks to Carolyn Bedwell, Dennis Osbourne and
James Dawson who volunteered on the day.

Gerard Gilligan on the SHA stall at the
NW Astronomy Festival (2 Jul 2017)
Events in the coming year at which we intend to be
present include:
- Institute of Astronomy Open Afternoon (24 Mar
2018, IoA, Cambridge)
- Webb Society Conference (2 Jun 2018, IoA,
Cambridge)
If you will be at these events or live in the area and
could spare an hour or two to help on a stall, it would
be much appreciated. Please contact the Publicity Officer, Mike Leggett, first to check whether help is
needed. Please note that help with travel expenses can
only be given in line with the SHA expenses policy
and on the basis of prior agreement.
Andrew Lound donating a copy of his book,
Lunatick Astronomy, to the SHA Library

e-News CONTACT DETAILS
Communications relating to SHA e-News should be
sent to the Editor: enews@shastro.org.uk
General communications to the Society should be
sent to the General Secretary (Laura Carroll): general.secretary@shastro.org.uk
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WEB-LINKS NOTICED
Culture and Cosmos
The latest issue of Culture and Cosmos is now online,
containing selected papers from the 2016 SEAC Conference.
The journal is now open
access and online, but
the publishers hope that
people will purchase a
bound copy via the website, which will help is
cover costs.
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Alongside the works held in its Library and
Archives, they form one of the world’s best collections
for studying the history of astronomy. This link
illustrates its range.

Research Guide – Early Modern Astronomy / Cosmology
Prof. Nick Jardine has made available an excellent
research guide on the website of the Department of the
History and Philosophy of Science at Cambridge University. It should be very useful to SHA members carrying out their own independent research.

It is now published by
the Sophia Centre Press
in partnership with the
University of Wales
Trinity Saint David.

50th Anniversary of the Isaac Newton Telescope
On the 1st December 2017 it will be 50 years to the
day when the Queen inaugurated the Isaac Newton
Telescope on the 1st December 1967.
The Centre will open at 7.30pm, and during the evening there will be the opportunity to join us for an
overview of the history and work of the INT at
Herstmonceux by Professor Paul Murdin, followed by
a small number of short talks from former RGO astronomers, including:
Dr Bob Fosbury of the ESO Astronomy Faculty,
Professor Donald Lynden-Bell of the Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge University, Chas Parker, former
RGO PR Manager and Keith Tritton, former head of
the Isaac Newton Group on La Palma.
The evening will end, weather permitting, with viewing through the historic telescopes of the Equatorial
Group.

NEW MEMBERS
We are pleased to give a warm welcome to the following new members who have joined since the
last issue of SHA e-News:

Astronomy and Cosmology – Highlights of
the Science Museum Collection

Dr Peter John Turnbull Morris, Essex.
Dr Stamatina Mastorakou, Zurich, Switzerland.
Mme Suzanne Débarbat, Paris, France
Mr & Mrs Steve & Peta Bosley, Hampshire,
England.
Mr William Donovan, Cork, Rep of Ireland.
Dr Matteo Cosci, Padova, Italy
Mr Jonathan Ellis - Lutterworth,
Mr Paul Gardner - Solihull, West Midlands

The Science Museum’s astronomy collections span
from the 10th century to the present day and contain a
wide range of observation and demonstration
equipment.

We are sad to record the death of SHA member
Melvyn D Taylor (Wakefield)

Tickets cost £10 and are available in advance by
telephoning the Centre on 01323 832731.
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CORNISH ASTRONOMICAL
HISTORY SELF-GUIDED TOURS
As part of the Dark Skies: Bright Stars creative astronomy heritage project in Cornwall two new self
guided tour leaflets have been produced.
The first looks at local astronomy hero John Couch
Adams and takes you on a self guided trip around his
home area based in Laneast and Launceston. There is
lots of information about the man and his achievements and sites to be seen along the way.
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Donations were received from: Leeds Philosophical
& Literary Society, Society for the History of Astronomy, Institute of Physics, Leeds Astronomical Society,
and a local discussion club, the Morley Monday
Group.

NAPOLEON’S TELESCOPE
Spotted at the Musée des Beaux Arts in Carcassonne,
France, by Kevin Coughlan, a friend of SHA member
Roger Hutchins: a telescope used by Napoléon in 1815
during his return from exile on Elba. Not that remarkable one might think. However the inscription on the
brass read ‘Made by T.Harris and Co. London’ adding ‘For good day and night vision’.

Napoléon’s ‘longue-vue’ (photo: Kevin Coughlan)

The second leaflet is a tour of the Hurlers. Once
again self guided, it takes you around the immediate
sites. It looks at the recent archaeoastronomy developments for the sites.
These leaflets have been produced as part of a Heritage Lottery funded project by Bright Stars Dark Skies.
They were written by SHA members, Carolyn Kennett
and Brian Sheen. Grab one while they last!!

WILLIAM GASCOIGNE BLUE
PLAQUE UPDATE
As announced in the previous e-News, Leeds Civic
Trust, the body responsible for the blue plaque scheme
in Leeds, has agreed to erect a blue plaque honouring
the memory of William Gascoigne (c.1612-44), the
inventor of the telescopic sight and the telescope micrometer. This was dependent on sufficient funding
being obtained from sponsors. We are pleased to report
that the target amount has now been raised and the
plaque will go ahead.

The explanation is that the telescope, or ‘longuevue’, was given to the French Emperor during his voyage to Elba in May 1814 aboard the English Frigate
Undaunted by its commander, Thomas Ussher (17791848).
Night and day telescopes were commonly used on
board ship. As the name suggests, they could be used
in the dark because they had relatively large objective
lenses to collect the maximum amount of light in poor
seeing conditions.

20% OFF SPRINGER BOOKS
The SHA has negotiated a 20% discount off a selection of Springer books for SHA members. This discount will only be available to members for 30 days
after an SHA event (e.g. Spring Conference, Autumn
Conference); the discount will also only be available
for 100 uses – if 100 people buy a book using the discount code, the code will then deactivate and no more
books can be purchased using that discount code; a
new discount code will then be issued at the next SHA
event. If you want to take advantage of this please
browse the catalogue of Springer books which the discount can be applied to, and contact Gerard Gilligan,
membership secretary, to obtain the discount code.
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OTHER MEETINGS, COURSES &
EXHIBITIONS NOTICED (non-SHA)
BAA Historical Section Meeting
The next meeting of the Historical Section of the British Astronomical Association will on Sat 25 Nov 2017
at the Birmingham and Midlands Institute (BMI). The
general theme will be Nineteenth Century Astronomy.
The speakers and topics are:
Mark Edwards (Coventry and Warwickshire AS)
on Astronomy in the Paintings of JMW Turner
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Registration to attend this conference is free, but
must be confirmed using the Conference booking form
by midday on Friday 10th November 2017.

Collecting Space: The Inaugural
STAG (Science Technology and Archives Group) Conference
Fri 17 Nov 2017 (09:30 – 19:00 GMT)
At the Dana Studio, Science Museum (tickets £30)
Introducing STAG, the catalyst for collecting the archives of science

Kenelm England (Reading AS) on Three Berkshire
Astronomers

Bringing together archivists, scientists and researchers
to celebrate the rich heritage of our collections, and to
ask how we can continue to collect, preserve and promote the story of space exploration.

Louise Devoy (National Maritime Museum) on Observatory Life (at Greenwich during the Maskelyne
and Airy eras)

Sessions on collecting and preserving Astronomy and
Space Exploration archives (speakers from Jodrell
Bank, the RAS, National Archives, etc).

Kevin Kilburn on The Lost Gardens of Fireside”

Allan Chapman on Sir John Herschel: Astronomer
in Two Hemispheres

History of Navigation Conference:
Navigation, Heroism, History

Admission is £5 for BAA members; £10 for others.
The SHA Library will be open on that day to enable
visits by BAA members.

National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London, 24–
25 May 2018

The following section meeting is planned for Sat 26
May 2018 in the Smith Gallery & Museum, Stirling.

Royal Museums Greenwich and the Royal Institute of
Navigation are holding another event to bring together
current research into the history of navigation.

‘Astronomy Across the Medieval
World’ – one-day conference
Sat 18 Nov 2017 (10.30 am - 5.00 pm)
St Cross College, University of Oxford - Martin Wood
Lecture Theatre, Department of Physics
The celestial sky has been a source of fascination
since ancient times with astronomy being the oldest of
the natural sciences. During the medieval period, astronomy flourished in many cultures across the world,
some of which followed on from earlier models created by Ptolemy. The motions of the celestial bodies
were investigated, early astronomical observatories
were built and some cultures constructed remarkable
monuments inspired by astronomical insights. This
conference will draw together the different strands of
medieval astronomy from across the world and will
examine how they interfaced and paved the way for
the scientific developments later in the Renaissance.

In the 250th anniversary year of James Cook’s departure in command of the Endeavour on the first of three
famous voyages of exploration, this conference seeks
to interrogate the way stories are told about heroism in
the history of navigation, including land, sea, air and
space.
Suggested areas for discussion might include, but need
not be restricted to:
• the construction of navigational heroism
• alternative perspectives on the existing canon
• gender and the heroic
• new tales of navigational heroism
Proposals for papers on these or related themes are
now being invited.
E-mail the Research Administrator, Royal Museums
Greenwich (research@rmg.co.uk) for further details.
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MYSTERIES FROM THE ARCHIVES
Can you help identify the observatories, people and
telescopes depicted in these photos? All of them have
been recently unearthed from the archives of Leeds
Astronomical Society.

“Photo 6. Big telescope construction in [Tupland?]”

“Photo 8. Big telescope construction in [Tupland?]”

“Plate 1699, Cooke, Troughton & Simms Ltd,
York, 3 May 1923”

“24-inch Calver reflector.
Observatory: Tow Law” (no date)
This was perhaps the Rev. T.H.E.C.
Espin’s observatory, but who is the
seated astronomer?
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SHA CALENDAR
MONTH
2018
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

SHA EVENT OR PUBLICATION

VENUE

SHA e-News (1-5 Feb)
Workshop: Researching Astronomy History (17 Feb)

Birmingham

SHA Bulletin 29 (1 Apr)
SHA Spring Conference (21 Apr)
SHA e-News (1-5 May)
SHA Summer Picnic (30 Jun)
The Antiquarian Astronomer (Jul)
SHA e-News (1-5 Aug)
SHA Bulletin 30 (1 Oct)
SHA Autumn Conference & AGM (27 Oct)
SHA e-News (1-5 Nov)

Cambridge

Norwich

Birmingham
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